The Tikka Master Series 2002

OPTILOCK™ scope mount rings and bases are available in blued and stainless steel.

Only All-Weather calibers are available with optional stainless steel barrels.
Out of the box, into the hunt
Reliability is important. Safety is essential. But let’s face it, what you are really looking for is pinpoint accuracy. Look no further. Year after year, international tests prove that a Tikka is one of the most precise factory-made rifles in the world.

Of course, almost any rifle can be made more accurate. Just take it to the custom shop, re-bed it, maybe change the barrel, fiddle with the trigger mechanism, modify it here and there. That, however, is completely contrary to our design philosophy.

A Tikka rifle is accurate because our gunsmiths make it that way. All you need to do is to take it out of the box, fire a couple of rounds to adjust the sights and you’re set. For us, that’s the real definition of out-of-the-box accuracy.

Form and function - the perfect marriage
The sleek lines of your Tikka please your eye because their form reflects their function. That’s why everything about your Tikka serves one purpose: to deliver accurate, reliable and safe shooting, every time. Nothing more, nothing less.

Tikka rifles are created and manufactured in Finland with respect. For you and for nature.

Circle of respect
We respect you because we know that real hunters, in their turn, have learned to respect and understand the balance between them and nature. We know too that nature has so many surprises in her pocket that it takes many years to reach such harmony.

But the day comes when you have learned enough to fully enjoy a hunting trip even if you haven’t pulled the trigger once. For that kind of hunter – your kind – it’s good to be one hundred percent positive that your Tikka will deliver. Your hand will be steady and your eyes clear.
1. Bolt lift is only 75°, leaving plenty of room for handling. Above the Tikka action, integral mount rails provide easy, precise scope mounting. The action is also drilled and tapped for Weaver type bases.

2. Modern, easy-to-service bolt gives the reliability you need for a lifetime of hunting. See owner’s manual.

3. The Tikka bolt has a counter bored bolt head and twin locking lugs with guide slot for silky smooth operation. Reliably spring-steel extractor and strong spring-and-plunger ejector.

4. Extra safety: both bolt handle and trigger are locked when safety is on. The stop bolt is located inside the receiver.

5. The two position safety catch is easy and precise to operate. The two red dots in the picture indicate that the rifle is ready to fire.

6. Available in two sturdy action sizes, both providing solid support for the thread-fastened barrel.

7. The trigger group is meticulously manufactured. The body is machined from the most durable aluminum alloy available, while all other parts are of special steel. Trigger and rear are hand honed to perfection. Trigger pull can be adjusted from 1 to 2 kgs. The steel trigger has vertical grooves to give good feel and grip of the trigger even with gloves on.

8. Optional single set trigger.

9. Tikka’s cold-hammer-forged precision barrels are totally free floating. Thus you get the best game-getting accuracy.

10. An even muzzle crown is essential for the finest accuracy. Tikka barrels are hand crowned for perfect finish. After final assembly, every Tikka is shot with two over-pressure cartridges for extra safety and accuracy before final inspection and packing.

11. Straight, true-feeding 2 and 5 shot single column detachable magazines for fast and sure repeating.

12. The Tikka action features a large, flat bedding surface against an accurately inlayed stock – shot for out-of-the-box accuracy.

13. With the Tikka Sporter, Pro and Pro Stainless you have the option of using both high and low scope mounts on the same rifle. So a small daytime sight with low mounts can be replaced with a large scope for late, low-light hunting. Just change over the scope and mount units and adjust the cheekpiece as required.

14. The Tikka action features a large, flat bedding surface against an accurately inlayed stock – shot for out-of-the-box accuracy.

15. Tikka’s pistol grip features a well designed palm-swell for comfortable grip and firm firing-hand position.

16. Patented Tikka buttplate system. The length of pull and pitch can be adjusted with extra spacers.

17. Depending on model, Tikka rifles are delivered with or without open sights. Tikka Master Battue Light has specially designed sights for snapshooting. Wide -V shaped rear blade is adjustable for elevation.
Respect for friendship

Hunting is not like bowling, volleyball or any other activity that you would gladly share with almost anyone. When you’re hunting there’s a quite different level of mutual respect involved. You need to be absolutely sure that the people you hunt with – and their equipment – is worthy of your trust.

That is why you go hunting with your best friends. And why you choose the best and most reliable equipment.

All Tikka rifles are meticulously inspected before we let them out of our hands. Each Tikka must pass a series of stringent quality controls including high pressure safety test, measurement check, sight adjustment and accuracy trial. After that, the entire rifle is inspected for overall performance and quality.

Failures do not leave our factory.

Legendary out-of-the-box accuracy

The Tikka Master is a prime example of what we mean by no-nonsense functional design. Every element of this rifle serves the cause of accurate, reliable and safe shooting. You won’t find any frills - unless you count a standard of accuracy previously reserved for custom rifles alone. High quality finish and attention to detail guarantee that the Master also pleases the eye.

The Tikka Master

Total performance

Pure performance

Tikka Master

All the virtues of the Tikka Master, carefully adapted for the left-handed hunter.

Tikka Master Lefthanded

An eye for accuracy

Tikka Master Pro

This rifle is identical to the Tikka Master, with the addition of an adjustable cheekpiece that helps you get your aiming eye perfectly aligned with any size of scope. It’s a feature that makes the Master Pro the perfect rifle for both hunting and target shooting.
Wouldn’t it be nice to hunt in a sunny climate, with warm breezes and shady palm trees? Since you usually end up in mist, rain or snow, here’s the real-life companion you need. The Tikka Master All-Weather is a genuine package of ultimate corrosion resistance and strength to last a lifetime. The durable stock is made of fiberglass reinforced polypropylene, while barrel and action are high grade stainless steel.

Respect for nature

“Man masters nature not by force but by understanding.”

So said Jacob Bravowski, and when it comes to hunting we fully agree. The more you know about hunting, the more you realise how much is still to be learned.

So go ahead and have fun, but remember to treat nature with the respect she deserves. Keep your senses alert. Observe the natural world, study the behavior of animals and be aware of changes in the weather.

Soon you’ll find that a one-time hobby has become a lifetime passion.

Uncompromised attention to quality

The Tikka Master Synthetic is an American favourite - and winning new friends all over the world. It is identical to the Master All-Weather model except for the non-reflecting action and cold hammer forged barrel which is in chrome-molybdenum steel.

Here’s the perfect example of time honored craftsmanship married to cutting edge technology. Detachable clip magazine, smooth Tikka bolt and strong receiver add convenience and functionality to this rifle’s beauty. Our patented buttplate system and roll-over cheekpiece ensure easy, well placed shots. And like all Tikkas, the Master Deluxe is extremely accurate. Its oiled European walnut stock is decorated with hand finished checkering, while rosewood tips to the pistol grip and forend put the finishing touches to a stylish stock.

The Tikka Master Synthetic is an American favourite - and winning new friends all over the world. It is identical to the Master All-Weather model except for the non-reflecting action and cold hammer forged barrel which is in chrome-molybdenum steel.

Beautifully accurate

MASTER DELUXE

Ready for all conditions

MASTER SYNTHETIC

Any place, any time

MASTER ALL-WEATHER
Respect the balance

In the end, it all comes down to balance – both philosophically and practically. Either you are a conscious part of the balance of nature or you are just a visitor. Your balance shows in your self-control and poise. It has an effect on your stability, reactions and performance. And it is reflected in the choices you make.

Be it your rifle or the game you decide to take, most hunters agree that in order to reach a balance in the inside, one must be ready to go far on the outside.

New Master Stainless models

TIKKA MASTER STAINLESS LAMINATED combines all-weather durability and stability with pinpoint accuracy. The free-floating, high-grain stainless steel barrel is cold hammer-forged. Also the receiver, bolt and bolt handle are stainless steel, with a series of all-weather actions: short M595 and long M695, including magnum. The detachable clip magazine holds 3 cartridges while a 4-5-shot magazine (caliber dependent) is available as an accessory. The length of pull and the butt plate angle are adjustable by means of straight and angled spacers. The stock is made of grey matte-laquered laminated hardwood providing extreme durability. Add stainless Tikka Optilock™ scope mounts and a silvery gray scope – you’ll have a stylish and faithful companion for years ahead.

TIKKA MASTER STAINLESS PRO offers adjustability, stainless style and spotless performance. The receiver, bolt and bolt handle are stainless steel, and the free-floating, high-grade stainless steel barrel is cold hammer-forged. Now you have a choice of all-weather rifle with adjustable walnut stock and good selection of calibers. There are integral scope mount rails on the top of the receiver, which is also tapped to accommodate standard scope mount bases. The walnut stock is oil finished and adjustable for best performance and comfort. The length of pull and the butt plate angle can be tailored by means of straight and angled spacers. Perfect eye-scope alignment is achieved by a vertically adjustable cheek piece. This also makes possible the use of different types of scopes for different purposes, especially with the ingenious Tikka Optilock™ scope mounts.
Respect for your Tikka

Need a reason for taking care of the investment you have made in your fine Tikka rifle? Easy: a clean rifle shoots better and lasts longer. These few simple procedures only take a minute but they can extend the life of your rifle by years.

Always clean your rifle after use. If you don’t intend to shoot again for a while, pull through with clean preserving oil or rust preventer. Use only high quality cleaning materials: a good solid steel cleaning rod, high grade bronze brushes, and bore cleaners with mild ammonia content only.

We create Tikka rifles with the greatest respect for hunters. Each time you treat your Tikka with respect you’ll be returning the favor.

Craftsmanship meets cutting edge technology

The small rifle that does a big job. With its low cheekpiece and open sights, the Master Battue Light is specially designed for snapshooting. Fast-handling and easy to carry in dense cover, it still has the accuracy and power you need for long range shots. A shorter barrel and partly hollow buttstock reduce weight and allow rapid aiming. Wide V-shaped rear sight is height adjustable. Fast, well balanced shots are easy to master with the Master Battue Light.

When it comes to consistent, predictable accuracy, on range or plain, the Tikka Master Continental is hard to out-shoot. Its heavy barrel effectively eliminates vibration and does not overheat - even in fast paced varmint shooting. The Master Continental comes with a 5-round detachable magazine for greater speed and convenience of loading, and is delivered without open sights.

It is spot-on to say that the Tikka Master Sporter has a reputation next to legendary. The versatile Sporter is the perfect rifle when you demand uncompromised accuracy, both in competition and hunting. Its adjustment range matches every shooter’s individual style, build and posture. Cheekpiece and buttplate are fully adjustable, while the buttplate is adjustable for distance, angle, height and pitch. If you’re looking for competition accuracy at a competitive price, the Master Sporter is the one for you.
Let’s get this straight

The Tikka Optilock™ mount keeps your scope centered in all conditions. How? By holding it in the firm but gentle grip of our revolutionary ball-bearing type ring. Clasping forces are distributed evenly along the scope shaft – not at spot pressure points – ensuring that your valuable optics are not twisted or scratched. The scope is extremely easily mounted and the point of impact stays intact even when the scope and mounts are removed as one unit. The limiter pin in the mount base and the limiter pin slot on the receiver enable fast and accurate re-mounting of the scope/mount unit and guarantee stability of mounting even with strong recoil forces of heavy calibers.

Tikka Optilock™ is available in 1” / 25.4 mm and 30 mm diameters, 3 heights, and optional stainless finish to fit any scope.

Tikka OPTILOCK™
scope mounts

Respect for accuracy

You have invested in the finest hunting rifle, with great optics to match. But there’s still an easy way to ruin the accuracy of your rifle, and that is to mount your scope inaccurately. That’s why we created the Tikka Optilock™ – to ensure that your Tikka will perform to the fullest potential. It’s the scope mount for every Tikka rifle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope tube ø (mm)</th>
<th>Mount height (mm)</th>
<th>Scope lens end max ø (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. STEEL BASE MOUNT / TIKKA RIFLES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” Low 30.5</td>
<td>55...63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” Medium 35.5</td>
<td>65...73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” High 40.5</td>
<td>75...83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 mm Low 32.5</td>
<td>58...67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 mm Medium 36.5</td>
<td>67...75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 mm High 40.5</td>
<td>75...83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. STEEL RING MOUNT / TIKKA RIFLES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” Low 27</td>
<td>48...56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 mm Low 29</td>
<td>52...60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. STAINLESS BASE MOUNT / TIKKA RIFLES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” Low 30.5</td>
<td>55...63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” Medium 35.5</td>
<td>65...73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 mm Low 32.5</td>
<td>58...67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 mm Medium 36.5</td>
<td>67...75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indicated maximum outer diameter of objective end shows values both for heavy barrel (smaller) and standard barrel.